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Abstract
Due to the complexity of today’s micro-architectures, the micro-architectural analysis usually
constitutes the most time-consuming step in worst-case execution time (WCET) analysis.
In this paper, we investigate the influence of the design of the load-store unit (LSU) in the
PowerPC 7448 on WCET analysis. To this end, we introduce a simplified variant of the existing
design of the LSU by reducing its queue sizes. Using AbsInt’s aiT WCET analysis toolchain we
determine the resulting WCET bounds and analysis times.
For the modified version of the LSU with reduced queue sizes, analysis time is reduced by
more than 50% on a set of benchmarks from the Mälardalen suite, while there is little change in
the WCET bound.
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1 Introduction
The increasing complexity of today’s micro-architectures makes the construction of sound
and precise timing models an increasingly time-consuming and error-prone task. Further-
more, the resulting, complex timing models lead to a state-explosion problem in the micro-
architectural (also known as low-level) analysis, drastically increasing overall WCET analysis
times.
Most micro-architectural innovations, causing this increase in complexity, like speculation
and out-of-order execution, are undertaken to improve average-case performance. In the
WCET community it is often argued that many of these innovations do not improve, or
even harm, a processor’s worst-case timing behavior. There is, however, little hard evidence
supporting such claims. This paper intends to contribute some hard evidence by performing
an empirical evaluation using AbsInt’s aiT WCET analysis toolchain.
The PowerPC 7448 is a high-performance microprocessor used in safety-critical real-time
scenarios featuring caches, pipelining, speculation and out-of-order execution. To support
speculation and out-of-order execution, the PowerPC 7448 includes a load-store unit (LSU),
maintaining queues of memory instructions in different execution states. We investigate the
influence of the lengths of these queues on both WCET bounds and WCET analysis times.
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Figure 1 Main components of a timing-analysis framework and their interaction.
To this end, we introduce a simplified variant of the existing LSU, reducing its queue sizes
to a minimum.
We compare the simplified design with the original design on various benchmarks from
the Mälardalen benchmark suite. Surprisingly, we observe slightly decreased WCET bounds,
and, as expected, strongly reduced analysis times.
2 Background
2.1 WCET Analysis Flow
Over roughly the last decade, a more or less standard architecture for timing-analysis tools
has emerged. Figure 1 gives a general view of this architecture. The following list presents
the individual phases and describes their objectives.
1. Control-flow reconstruction [21] takes a binary executable to be analyzed, reconstructs
the program’s control flow and transforms the program into a suitable intermediate
representation. Problems encountered are dynamically computed control-flow successors,
e.g. those stemming from switch statements, function pointers, etc.
2. Value analysis [4] computes an over-approximation of the set of possible values in registers
and memory locations by an interval analysis and/or congruence analysis. The computed
information is used for a precise data-cache analysis and in the subsequent control-flow
analysis. Value analysis is the only one to use an abstraction of the processor’s arithmetic.
A subsequent pipeline analysis can therefore work with a simplified pipeline where the
arithmetic units are removed. There, one is not interested in what is computed, but only
in how long it will take.
3. Loop bound analysis [8, 14] identifies loops in the program and tries to determine bounds
on the number of loop iterations; information indispensable to bound the execution time.
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Problems are the analysis of arithmetic on loop counters and loop exit conditions, as well
as dependencies in nested loops.
4. Control-flow analysis [8, 20] narrows down the set of possible paths through the program
by eliminating infeasible paths or by determining correlations between the number of
executions of different blocks using the results of value analysis. These constraints will
tighten the obtained timing bounds.
5. Micro-architectural analysis [7, 23, 10, 5] determines bounds on the execution time of
basic blocks by performing an abstract interpretation of the program, combining analyses
of the processor’s pipeline, caches, and speculation. Static cache analyses determine
safe approximations to the contents of caches at each program point. Pipeline analysis
analyzes how instructions pass through the pipeline accounting for occupancy of shared
resources like queues, functional units, etc.
6. Path Analysis [17, 22] finally determines bounds on the execution times for the whole
program by implicit path enumeration using an integer linear program (ILP). Bounds of
the execution times of basic blocks are combined to compute longest paths through the
program. The control flow is modeled by Kirchhoff’s law. Loop bounds and infeasible
paths are modeled by additional constraints. The target function weights each basic
block with its time bound. A solution of the ILP maximizes the sum of those weights
and corresponds to an upper bound on the execution times. In the following, we refer to
the kind of path analysis described above as traditional ILP-based analysis.
The commercially available tool aiT by AbsInt, cf. http://www.absint.de/wcet.htm,
implements this architecture. It is used in the aeronautics and automotive industries and has
been successfully used to determine precise bounds on execution times of real-time programs
[10, 9, 24, 15].
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Figure 2 An example illustrating the
differences between traditional ILP-based
path analysis and prediction-file-based
ILP path analysis.
The ILP-based path analysis in aiT comes in
two variants depending on how micro-architectural
state graphs are constructed [2]:
1. Traditional ILP-based analysis, where an ILP
is solved to find the worst-case path through
the program, given worst-case timings of all ba-
sic blocks (possibly in various contexts). This
approach may be imprecise, because the worst-
case timings of some basic blocks may not occur
simultaneously on a single architectural path
through the program.
2. Prediction-file-based ILP analysis, where a
global state graph consisting of micro-archi-
tectural states is constructed, and an ILP is
solved to find the worst-case path. This re-
sults in a more precise WCET bound since
architecturally-infeasible paths are excluded.
However, it comes at the cost of a much larger
ILP to be solved.
To illustrate the difference between the two
path-analysis methods, consider the example anal-
ysis shown in Figure 2. An ILP-based path anal-
ysis computes a global WCET bound solely based
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on the maximum number of execution cycles for each basic block. The WCET is therefore
140 cycles in this case, and the worst-case exeuction path is b1→b3→b4. However, this re-
sult implies an architecturally-infeasible execution trace: s1→s39s2→s4→s5, where trace
discontinuity is marked by 9.
On the other hand, the global state graph constructed in a prediction-file-based ILP
path analysis excludes such paths and produces a WCET bound of 110 cycles, with the
corresponding worst-case execution path: b1→b2→b4, and trace: s1→s3→s4→s5.
2.2 Motorola PowerPC 7448
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Figure 3 PowerPC 7448 Microprocessor Block Diagram.
The PowerPC 7448 is a reduced instruction set computer (RISC) superscalar processor
that implements the 32-bit portion of the PowerPC architecture and the SIMD instruction
set AltiVec architectural extension. It features a two-level memory hierarchy with separate
L1 data and instruction caches (Harvard architecture), a unified L2 cache, four independent
integer and four independent vector units for superscalar execution. It also features static
and dynamic branch prediction, and a sophisticated load-store unit with long buffers.
“The PowerPC 7448 provides virtual memory support for up to 4 PB (252) of virtual
memory and real memory support for up to 64 GB (236) of physical memory. It can dispatch
and complete three instructions simultaneously” [11]. It consists of the following execution
units, depicted in Figure 3:
Instruction Unit (IU): the IU provides centralized control of instruction flow to the
execution units. It contains an instruction queue (IQ), a dispatch unit (DU), and a
branch processing unit (BPU). The IQ has 12 entries and loads up to 4 instructions
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from the instruction cache in one cycle. The DU checks register dependencies and the
availability of a position in the completion queue (described below), and issues or inhibits
subsequent instruction dispatching accordingly. The BPU receives branch instructions
from the IQ and executes them early in the pipeline. If a branch has a dependency that
has not yet been resolved, the branch path is predicted using either architecture-defined
static branch prediction or PowerPC 7448 -specific dynamic branch prediction.
Completion Unit (CU): The CU retires an instruction from the 16-entry completion
queue (CQ) when all instructions ahead of it have been completed. The CU operates
closely with the IU to ensure that the instructions are retired in program order.
Integer, Vector, and Floating-Point Units: the PowerPC 7448 provides nine execution
units to support the execution of integer, fixed point, and AltiVec instructions.
Cache/Memory Subsystem: The PowerPC 7448 microprocessor contains two separate
32-Kbyte, eight-way set-associative level 1 (L1) instruction and data caches (Harvard
architecture). The caches implement a pseudo least-recently-used (PLRU) replacement
policy. In addition, the PowerPC 7448 features an integrated 1 MB level 2 (L2) cache.
Load-Store Unit (LSU): The LSU executes all load and store instructions and provides
the data transfer interface between registers and the cache/memory subsystem. The
LSU also calculates effective address and aligns data. This unit is described in detail in
the following section.
Load-Store Unit
The LSU provides all the logic required to calculate effective addresses, handles data align-
ment to and from the data cache, and provides sequencing for load-store string and load-store
multiple operations [11]. The LSU contains a 5-entry load miss queue (LMQ) which main-
tains the load instructions that missed the L1 cache until they can be serviced. This allows
the LSU to process subsequent loads. Unlike loads, stores cannot be executed speculatively:
a store instruction is held in the 3-entry finished store queue (FSQ) until the completion unit
signals that the store is committed, only then it moves to the 5-entry committed store queue
(CSQ). In order to reduce the latency of loads dependent on stores, the LSU implements
data forwarding from any entry in the CSQ before the data is actually written to the cache.
When a load instruction misses, its address is compared to all entries in the CSQ. On a hit,
the data is forwarded from the newest matching entry. If the address is also found in the
FSQ, however, the LSU stalls since the newest data at this address could be updated should
the store instruction in the FSQ be committed.
Analysis Model of the Load-Store Unit
During static analysis, crucial information on program execution such as register contents,
cache contents and bus clock offset cannot be decided exactly. The bus clock offset is defined
as the number of processor clock cycles until the next rising edge of the bus clock. When the
analysis flow depends on such information, the analysis has to proceed in all possible paths to
ensure a sound WCET bound in the presence of timing anomalies [18]. When the analysis is
to proceed in more than one path, the analysis state has to be split, with the consequence of
increasing the size of the state space during analysis and hence reducing analysis efficiency.
The analysis model of the load-store unit reflects its structure in the concrete processor
architecture, while accounting for non-determinism. In the load-store unit, the addresses of
different memory accesses are represented in terms of intervals, rather than exact numbers.
As we shall see in Section 4, the load-store unit is a significant source of splits in most cases,
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and this is attributed to the long queues in this unit. As described in the previous section,
data forwarding involves a number of comparisons for each missed load instruction. This
number is proportional to the sizes of the load miss queue, committed store queue, and
finished store queue. These comparisons are performed on imprecise addresses, resulting
in potential splits when it cannot be decided whether addresses do alias or not. Moreover,
having long queues in the LSU indicates more pending memory accesses in the core waiting
to be served. Serving more accesses increases the possibility of querying non-exact bus
clock offset, hence representing another source of splits. These observations motivate our
experimental setup described in the following section.
3 Experimental Setup
To the end of reducing the number of splits, and thus improving analysis time, we modified
the PowerPC 7448 by cutting the queue sizes in the load-store unit. The LMQ, CSQ, and
FSQ sizes were reduced to 1, 2, and 1, respectively1. The benchmarks were selected from the
Mälardalen benchmark suite [13]. These are the benchmarks for which the WCET analysis
terminated successfully for both architectures. The analyzed programs are briefly described
in Table 1. The benchmarks marked with * were not found in the official documentation
although they are included in the test-suite distribution.
Table 1 List of benchmarks analyzed in the experiment.
Benchmark Description LOC
bs Binary search for the array of 15 integer elements. 114
cnt Counts non-negative numbers in a matrix. 267
expint Series expansion for computing an exponential integral function. 157
fac Computes the sum of factorials of a set of integers. 28
fibcall Simple iterative Fibonacci calculation, used to calculate fib(30). 72
janne_complex Nested loop program. 64
lcdnum Read ten values, output half to LCD. 64
loop3* Several loop patterns. 240
minmax* Simple program with infeasible paths. 58
qurt Root computation of quadratic equations. 166
sqrt Square root function implemented by Taylor series. 77
The aiT analyzer was configured to use traditional ILP-based path analysis (with the
CLP solver [1]) on all benchmarks and prediction-file based ILP path analysis only on some of
them. Although the latter produces more precise WCET bounds, it is more computationally
demanding as will be seen in the following section, and we were not able to finish the analysis
of all of the benchmarks in time for this submission.
The experiment was performed on a 64-bit AMD Opteron machine with 16 processor
cores at 2500 MHz and 64 GB of RAM. As the WCET analysis is not parallelized, we ran
multiple analyses concurrently on this machine. As performance metrics, we use the micro-
architectural-analysis time and the path-analysis time. On the analyzed benchmarks, these
two metrics constitute on the average about 80% and 75% of the whole analysis time for
the standard and reduced architectures, respectively.
1 This is the strongest simplification we could apply without having to make significant changes to the
micro-architectural analysis.
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4 Experimental Results and Analysis
The analysis results of selected benchmarks using prediction-file-based ILP path analysis
are shown in Table 2. We compute both the average of the relative changes (<average>)
and the relative change of the sum of the respective values (<weighted average>).
Looking first at the analysis performance metrics, we see that the state space in the
reduced architecture is significantly smaller than that of the standard architecture. This
is manifested in the consistently lower number of splits in the micro-architectural analysis
and path analysis time, cf. the janne_complex benchmark. For less memory-demanding
benchmarks, such as fac and fibcall, we do not see significant improvement in the analysis
performance.
Comparing the WCET bounds in both architectures yields a surprise: in half of the cases,
the reduced architecture achieves a WCET bound that is lower than that of the standard
architecture. A closer look at one of the benchmarks featuring this anomaly, minmax, reveals
the following:
There are no ambiguous memory accesses in this simple benchmark (i.e. all addresses
are exact), the effect of data-forwarding on the analysis precision is therefore ruled out.
The benchmark starts with several store instructions followed by a branch instruction.
The standard architecture with its long store queues accomodates more pending stores
and execute further instructions, including the branch. This results in more pending
memory requests, both data and instruction accesses, and hence it is more likely to
query non-exact bus clock offset.
On the other hand, the reduced architecture accomodates fewer pending stores, hence it
stalls on encountering more store instructions. This stalling is beneficial in that it leads
to fewer pending memory accesses and hence reduces the loss of precision caused by the
non-deterministic bus clock offset.
Using the less precise, yet significantly more efficient traditional ILP-based path analysis,
more benchmarks were analyzed. The analysis results and performance metrics are shown
in Table 3.
We observe an increased average speed-up of the micro-architectural analysis for the
reduced architecture compared with the results for the prediction-file-based analysis. The
increased average speed-up is attributed to analyzing more memory intensive benchmarks
such as bs and cnt. The micro-architectural analysis time varies slightly from that in
Table 2 for some benchmarks, likely due to interference on shared resources between multiple
analyses running concurrently on the machine.
The path-analysis contribution to the total analysis performance is insignificant, com-
pared to that of the micro-architectural analysis. In the traditional ILP-based approach,
path-analysis time is expected to be independent of the complexity of the underlying micro-
architecture. Unsurprisingly, we observe little differences between the standard and the
reduced architecture.
The “WCET anomaly”, i.e. lower WCET bounds for the reduced architecture, is more
pronounced using this path-analysis method. This is not surprising since a larger number of
paths with different timings through basic blocks, as is the case for the standard architecture,
makes it more likely for the path analysis to compute an architecturally infeasible worst-case
execution path. This adds up to the precision loss observed in the standard architecture.
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5 Related Work
While there is an abundance of work proposing more predictable or analyzable micro-
architectures, there is not a lot of work that empirically studies the impact of simplifi-
cations of micro-architectures on WCET analysis time. Exceptions include the work of
Grund et al. [12] and Burguière and Rochange [3].
Grund et al. [12] investigate several modifications of the branch target instruction cache
of the PowerPC 56x. They observe that using LRU in place of FIFO replacement reduces
analysis time drastically, as more memory accesses can be classified as hits or misses, thereby
reducing the number of splits.
Burguière and Rochange [3] investigate the modeling complexity of various dynamic
branch prediction schemes. Here, the modeling complexity is measured by the number of
constraints, the number of variables, and the sizes of constraints in an ILP formulation of
the behavior of the respective branch prediction schemes. This analysis is based on the
assumption that the modeling complexity is strongly-correlated with the resulting analysis
complexity. However, the actual analysis times are not analyzed.
Heckmann et al. [15] focus on the difficulty in modeling various architectural components,
including caches and pipelines, and their influence on the precision of the resulting analyses.
From their experience in modeling various processors they derive several recommendations
regarding the design of processors for real-time systems. Later, Wilhelm et al. [26] describe
properties of memory hierarchies, pipelines, and buses, which make timing analysis more
complex and/or reduce its precision. Neither Heckmann et al. nor Wilhelm et al. provide
an empirical evaluation of their recommendations.
Approaches aiming at improving predictability or analyzability include the EU projects
Predator, Merasa [25], the PRET project [6], and the Java-Optimized Processor JOP [19].
These projects present entirely new processor designs. This makes it difficult to evaluate
the impact of individual design choices on WCET analysis times. In the context of the
JOP project, Huber et al. [16] analyze the influence of different object cache configurations on
worst-case execution time estimates, varying several cache parameters and the background
memory. They do not, however, analyze the impact of the design choices on analysis times.
6 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we have investigated the influence of the design of the load-store unit on
WCET analysis, in terms of analysis times and WCET bounds. Reducing the complexity of
the LSU results in significantly shorter analysis times, and, surprisingly, sometimes even in
slightly lower WCET bounds. We plan to investigate the influence of further components
to get a more complete view of how strongly various components and their configurations
influence WCET analysis.
Regarding the “WCET anomaly” found in some benchmarks analyzed in this paper, we
are uncertain whether it is a product of analysis imprecision, or whether it corresponds to
actual behaviors of the respective architectures. It will be future work to shed more light
on this question.
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